
1
Because we cannot speak their language, they will not offer us a job. Workers  take 
advantage because we cannot speak English. Worker who work together who don’t finish 
their job but we have to finish for them.

Many of the Burmese comments have 
grammar issues (arising no doubt from 
translation issues), but I think their 
concerns are still clear.
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Burmese translations

According to government fixed income, when our family are 50-100 they keep us as the family income are high so we have the problem here. Same time we 
have to buy Health insurance for all of our children’s and we never go to the hospital but when we go to hospital the bill came to come and it never stop. 

While when we sick, we’re not dare to go to hospital.  Always we said be careful you will sick if you sick we cannot pay the bill.  We said this because we don’t 
want them to get sick.  Because of that they don’t have opportunity to play outside. Sometime when they got cold and cough, we said don’t cough in front of 

your teacher, they will tell us to see the doctor, and we don’t want to go to the hospital because we don’t have money.

When people go to hospital they use telephone interpreter and people can’t understand medical terminology

My name is Pan Ba Wah.  The thing that I want to ask is when I live in my county I cannot travel freely but where I live in this county I travel freely, Why?

We live by our self but sometime people come and break our car and people cannot find who did this to us.

When they call us they don’t call only people who can speak English.  When we arrive here they tell us, if you cannot speak English we will not hire you.  
When we arrive, people didn’t give us time till we learn the language

I start work in in UNC on May 2010. After a year on May 2011 I was layoff and they said you have to reapply.  I reapply if but now already 8 months they 
didn’t call me back.  Those who lay off after me they already call back to work.  Our head of the family also have health problem, he cannot work.  I have 3 

children and I need job.

Want to get an organization that will help our people.  People who will help us in our community before we can stand by our own feet. Such as:  looking for 
job, learning language, traveling, female fellowship or relationship, education, health

Want to get a job. (Panlay Htoo). Live in middle (don’t know what that’s mean). Cannot speak their language they while they discriminate us. Cannot speak 
their language, that while they don’t give us job.

Need jobs. I work for 4 years but I don’t get permanent and now I have to lay off and I wait 4 months. already but they don’t call me back yet.

Transportation:  bus system to habitant. Jobs, water bills, electric bill high, low income families should get more food stamps.

When we go to hospital we need interpreter in person.  We can’t understand when they use telephone interpreter.

Any volunteer teacher who want to come and help!  We want volunteer teacher to come to our house and teach us English. Ti Bo Ki, Kingswood Apt, 1105 W. 
NC Hwy 54 Bypass, Chapel Hill NC 27516

We thank all Chapel leaders who help our people who live here in Chapel Hill. I like this community because I have full opportunity to live free and secure 
here. UI feel like people discriminate us because we cannot speak English language.

When I live here in Chapel Hill one thing that makes me unhappy is my supervisor. He’s not happy with us if we finish work early.  He scorns us and if we 
finish work late he scorn us, so it is                really hard for me. 

Want to understand and speak more English Language. Ki Ti Ban, Kingswood Apartment,  1105 W. NC Hwy 54 Bypass, Chapel Hill NC 327516

Language problem. Difficulty in getting job. Old age, difficulty with getting job. Hard for temporary worker. Payment increase but while salary not increase. 
When they make a mistake they said sorry! But when we make a mistake they said no! Work for 4-5 years already but never increase in salary and never get 

permanent job.Transportation. A place for communicating with government officer. Law and regulation for our community and opportunity for our community. Law and 
regulation for our community and opportunity. I want to know our opportunity and opportunity for our community. I want to know our opportunity and 

regulation. Education regulation.

In our family we have 4 people. Only one person is working.  Every month we finish all our income.  He work for 4 year, but he still didn’t permant job.  No 
insurance and no Medicaid.  So we worry because as human being, same time we can get sick.  It is very scareful for us. (Bee Ta Bo).

On October I was lay off and now it’s already four months they didn’t call me back.  I want to go back to work.

The thing that we need: jobs, no house, live in an apartment not comfortable and not free, language, people decimate us because we cannot speak their 
language, Work for long time but no benefits because not stable job.

Those who have no job those who have part time should get government house. In work we want our leader to treat us equally. We don’t want them 
discriminated, people and workers.
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41 Needs gas station and grocery store downtown.
42 Cultivate a more diversified business community on Franklin

Nurturing our Community
43 Promote community clean up days
44 Clean up degraded areas: increase funding
45 Spread awareness of waste disposal processes
46

               
increased promotion including on campus and Battle Park? +1 supposed to be "plus"? Or maybe +1 just signifies that more t     

47
              

companies/educate people on how to recycle (i.e. take off bottle caps, solo cups, etc.)
48

             
facilitate greater interaction)

49 Hold community forums about the Meadowmont public transit development
Getting Around

50 Student taxi service
51 Increased promotion of parks with bike-friendly paths
52 Make UNC (area) bike-friendly. Share the road.
53 Increased bus service between Carrboro and Chapel Hill on weekends. +1
54 Lack of interconnectivity of bike trails/greenways.
55 Transportation routes through campus on game days.
56 We need public transit linking Chapel Hill/RTP with metropolitan area.
57 Bike rental service for students that want to try out biking.
58 Flat rate taxi.

UNC 2020 Meeting Notes

Important is job! If we don’t have job, we cannot live in the house (apartment)  please help us that we will get a permanent job. Thank you very much; it is 
our request to you.

Give opportunity for our children to get more education.  Example…for summer camp.  Because our children need to learn for American life style.  Most the 
family low income they cannot send them for summer camp.

I am not happy because I cannot speak their language.  I go to school but I cannot learn.  I cannot remember all the things that I learn. I’m happy because my 
children can go to school. I am happy because the weather is good.

All our leaders!  Please create more jobs for the refugee people who arrive here.

We cannot speak the language that while we have to sop for our work.  Now we have a difficulty we cannot pay our rent.

I have to pay my rent but I have only part time job so I don’t have enough money that while I have a difficulty to pay it.

About the bill… thing that we bought from company we pay it on time.  We want the company to be faithful with us.  We don’t want them to cheat us too 
much so we need your help.

When I go to hospital at UNC I have problem that I cannot speak people language, we don’t know the place and we don’t know how to ask, we need people 
who will help us in interpreting.

Important point: job, feel like discrimination by people, not equally treat, in our life, language important or work hard important

Lay off from work already, 5 months now I still have no job.  Many bills that I have to pay.  Please help me to contact with my job.

Need permanent job.  Even we cannot speak language, we need job.  Temporary worker can be a permanent work not only in UNC but also in other place if 
they have work they can accept English

In a family, when a head of the family layoff the whole family will be in problem.  Only when the head of the family has job, children can go to school or will 
lean peacefully.

Need work. Living standard between low income and high income. When you get a job - Medicaid and food stamp cut. You have to run like an American. We 
are not naturally born here. We don't have any basie (?) Prices are too high - tax too high - rent too high. We have to struggle everyday. Pay kids insurance - 
kid has health problem. Pay lunch at school. Envelope  came from school raise? If we cannot put our kids feel sorry if possible. Review form about Medicaid-

Health Choice and school lunch. Sometimes our kids need something we cannot afford it.

In a family, when a head of the family layoff the whole family will be in problem.  Only when the head of the family has job, children can go to school or will 
lean peacefully.

Problem, big problem accident. Family problem, because low income. Language barrier and people blame us. Discriminate. Language, experience, ethnic and 
skill different

Need social worker in our own language or who can speak our language. Need somebody who will educate us while we live in USA. Need Mayor to see or 
meet us more.

I need new place to live. I need a job that will be helpful for my family. I need help for health.

Bus transportation to habitat. Better job, school for adult or ESI, teach us about the American Citizen test, at Smith Middle School an Chapel Hill High School, 
we need more help for new students who don't know much English.



A Place for Everyone
59 A Chapel Hill festival (Festifall?). More promotion to UNC
60 Have a University day to open the doors to the youth of the town.
61

                 
and more welcoming community.

62 Cultural/Ethnic Festivals: food, music, crafts that are traditional.
63 A place where people can just sit and hang out like at Weaver Street Market in Carrboro.
64 Diner en Blue: community gathering and University potluck.
65 Open the University to the Town: fairs, athletic celebrations, etc.
66 Discounted athletic tickets for community members.
67 Franklin Street Market
68 Community auction
69 Old car show
70 BBQ competition +1 featuring Franklin St. restaurant/Chapel Hill ones and student entries

Town and Gown
71 Coordinating innovative ideas and plans from UNC students and local business
72 It's great having a student on the Transit Board - we should keep that up
73 Student representation on other Boards as well. +1
74 Partnerships between local businesses and Kenan-Flagler/Entreneurship minor

75 Local Businesses might help sponsor student groups,Promotion of more activities on festivals 
local businesses offer internships: marketing, etc.



76
I would like to see buildings in Chapel Hill limited in height and to my eye more in scale with 
my "feeling" of the character of Chapel Hill. I think Green Bridge is too tall and the new 
building to go up on Franklin will be, in my opinion, too tall.

77 I also prefer a more traditional brick façade that harmonizes with the "feel" of the university.

78
I believe both of these opinions of mine are in the best financial interest of the town and will 
make the town more appealing to business and resident alike.

79
Every time I turn around there is another project that is being presented like a done deal by 
Dwight - and he is working hard, bless his soul - mentioning 7 story buildings. I believe that 
that height is not good for our town.

80
Vision - a Chapel Hill that stands out as progressive and inclusive - a model for other towns 
nationally and globally

81
Alternative to governmental funding for all services - raise taxes and have UNC students pay 
fees for living in our town.

82
Vision - health is included in all sections of the comprehensive plan. Housing and jobs are 
available and pay enough for average people to live here.

83
Vision - a town that balances a vibrant business, social, and academic community with the 
casual green environment that helps make Chapel Hill livable.

84
Alternative to governmental funding for all services - sustainability and "pride in our 
community" fund fueled by citizens who want their community to be better. Private-Public 
partnerships. Increase taxes.

How often do you travel downtown? What could make you travel downtown more often?
85 I work downtown, but better bus service would make travel easier.
86 Once a week. More free parking
87 More restaurants with outdoor seating. More connected street grid.
88 More useful shops
89 What do you like LEAST about Chapel Hill?
90 the suburbs
91 poor sidewalks
92 lack of non-vehicual connectivity and sprawl
93 lack of/limited bike lanes
94 No place to buy not-boutique items like socks at an affordable price.
95 Agreed - lack of "regular stores"
96 What stores outside of Orange County do you shop? Name (3)
97 Mostly online - clothes, electronics
98 Target, DSW, PetSmart
99 Costco

100 Target, Southpoint (clothing stores), Richie's (shoe store)
101 Target
102 What  (3) Town services do you benefit from most?
103 Transit
104 transit, trash collection, library
105 library, transit, tennis courts
106 parks and greenways

107
A design review process reminiscent of the LEED certification process: incentivize good 
design through point system ("good design"= modern but draws inspiration from historic NC 
or CH architecture)

108 Form Based Code!

109
Look at Bull City Forward for ideas about incubator space for startups. "Innovate Raleigh" 
conferences - ideas about startups. Surprising that there's not more focus on innovation and 
startups. Look at Ann Arbor, Austin, Eugene

110 Form-based code is necessary. Visually look like Chapel Hill, but in a modern way.

From the "Nurturing our communities" group
What is the #1 action that our community should take in regards to environmental 
protection?

111 transit connectivity, especially with other communities
112 TRANSIT (choo choo!)

113 Create dense, highly connected areas that reduce resource demands on a per capita basis
114 More bike trails and enforcement of traffic laws. Transit

Human Services Advisory Board Meeting - December 5, 2011

 Tavern Talks 2/16, The Crunkleton



115
Create more and better bike lanes thru Orange County plus connecting to Durham - 
downtown and Duke



Where should growth occur in Chapel Hill?
116 along high density corridors in center city
117 Franklin and Rosemary, MLK, 54
118 Downtown, 86, 54, 15/501

What is your #1 thought regarding growth in Chapel Hill?
119 Growth is good if we do it smart.
120 Focus on density and walkability.
121 it's gonna happen… plan for it
122 Growth is necessary: let's have a say in how it looks

123
Design should play a more integral role in planning decisions. It would be great to have an 
architect or architecture board involved in decision making - more than the community 
design commission.

Somebody else wrote "this is a great 
idea" with an arrow pointing to this 
comment

124
We should not be afraid of growth but it needs to be smart. People should be able to work-
live-play in the same community.

125 Don't approve any project that does not incorporate sustainable features.
126 Revitalize the University Mall.

How can we balance environmental protection and sustainability with a growing community 
that provides a place for all and stable tax base?

127 More reasonably sized homes!
128 half cent property tax inc. for affordable housing
129 TRANSIT ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT

130
Rental over commercial inclusionary housing for rental units. Support local businesses and 
the Arts. Protect greenspace for parks and greenways.

131
Encourage businesses to locate in Chapel Hill so we don't need to travel to Durham for basic 
needs.

132
A bedroom community is NOT sustainable. Chapel Hill needs to incentivize the development 
process for mixed use.

133
Density with incentives for environmentally conscious building. Practices (energy efficiency, 
alt. energy) and emphasis on local business

134 DENSITY. Traffic and parking? Light Rail
135 density and inclusionary housing

136 East Chapel Hill H.S. needs more affordable housing in the area around the school. The area 
around the H.S. needs higher density to allow kids to walk to school.

David  Brown, Chapel Hill. 
wdbmbal@aol.com

137 I love the public art. They did a really nice job in Southern Community Park.

138 ^ Now how to extend to other neighborhoods/communities.
139 Encourage business and arts org. partnerships +1
140 Open a graffiti wall
141 Create a town arts center.
142 Cyber Café
143 Use University Mall as a cultural community arts center.
144 Town "grants" to develop art areas.

145 Outdoor concerts in a public space? There are already indoor venues.

146 Troop 835, judoughty@aol.com
147 Bike lanes

148
encourage active neighborhood listservs (like in Durham) where neighbors communicate, get 
to know each other, and keep an eye out for each other, and police have another means to 
communicate with residents

149 Community watch groups
150 It's already quite a safe community
151 Have a more active police force
152 More police officers
153 Salt rifles

154
More sidewalks, especially on major roads (such as Weaver Dairy)

Somebody else wrote "I agree with 
that"

Tavern Talks 2/16, Caribou Coffee

How can we support and encourage artistic and CREATIVE activities in Chapel Hill?

How can we make Chapel Hill a safe community for all?



155 Bring the gays.
156 Participatory dance.

157 Performance spaces. Literary/spoken word events NOT on campus. Encourage cultural 
partnerships between community and arts orgs.

In reference, someone else wrote: "Yes. 
Create a CH Arts Center for 
visual/performing arts"

158 Reach beyond "usual suspects" for events and festivals. Engage minority communities and 
ask them to share their art, music, etc.

159
Need to create events that engage the 21-50 crowd. They are now moving to or hanging out 
in Durham/Raleigh/Carrboro. Is Chapel Hill going to become a college town and retirement 
community only?! Make it more affordable for them to live here. Create a place that has a 
more vibrant and diverse arts scene to attract them

In reference, someone else wrote: 
"facilitate partnerships with cultural and 
arts organizations on campus designed to 
attract this crowd. We can be both and 
more!"

160 Create _____ spaces public spaces that are inviting to all ages, etc. with public art, green, 
interactive art/architecture/play structure/seating. And have them change so people want to 
see what is there and feel welcome in the space.

second word began with "se", had maybe 
5-7 letters, couldn't tell what it was

161 High cost of living for non-professional/non-UNC affiliated workers (+1)

162

The art scene in CH trends to be old. How to engage younger crowd? Has CH lost its funk?

163
Parking downtown is a major pain - I avoid coming downtown except for special events.

164 Not engaging to under-college-age youth.
165 difficulty of parking
166 Trend towards high rise buildings

167 Target, Walmart, Southpoint
168 Marshalls, Walmart, Lowes
169 Kohls, Target (+1)
170 Southpoint
171 Sporting goods store
172 Apple Store

173 Creation and preservation of park lands: greenways need to connect!

174 park lands. We need a lot of parks in Chapel Hill. It is important.
175 Number 1 because I like to play in parks
176 3. Concentrate development instead of spreading all out
177 1. It is core to the character of the town.

178 2. Give Orange County residents reasons to live/shop/walk/play in county

179 3. Make places in CH that are interesting besides just Franklin St.

180 pick up of trash and recycling, public transit
181 Parks and Rec classes and Special Olympics
182 Cable, sewage, electricity
183 Parks and Rec

184 Curbside yard debris pickup! Curbside waste collection! Parks and Community Centers. 
Greenways

185 public transport and Wifi
186 buses, water, education

187 Greenways, curbside trash and yard debris removal, education system

188 safe

1. Creation and preservation of park lands

2. Focusing development in areas outside of existing communities
3. Integrating commercial and residential development in the same neighborhoods

What (3) Town services do you benefit from most?

How can we encourage a culturally vibrant community?

What do you like LEAST about Chapel Hill?

What stores outside of Orange County do you shop? Name (3)

Of the following (3) concerns, which do you consider the most important and why?

What do you like MOST about Chapel Hill?



189 Big trees
190 East Chapel Hill high school
191 Ackland Museum
192 lots of parking
193 Emphasis on food culture

194 Cultural opportunities with museums, Carolina Performing Arts, Playmakers Rep, Carrboro 
Arts Center, Cats Cradle, etc.



195 smaller, more frequent shuttles from South Rd and U-Mall

196 Rarely. I would travel downtown more if there were more unique restaurants and shoppin. 
Less chain stores.

197 Free Parking. (+1)
198 Or validated parking for all businesses downtown

199
Buses on weekends would make it easier for kids and teens to get downtown

200 Free Parking - the predatory towing companies are KILLING downtown because people can't 
go where they can't park. So even if students park there, you have got to figure that out.

201 open space
202 Something to encourage exercise and fitness
203 open space

204 places to shop - Target. We need to keep sales and tax $ in the county

205 True mixed-use, walkable living communities - homes, theater/performing, grocery 
store/market, businesses, retail, education (NOT JUST RESTAURANTS)

206 yes because us transit all the time!
207 Free transit would be a good use of tax.
208 Yes.
209 No - people value what the pay for!
210 No - enough is enough!

211 Yes. It helps with accessibility and offers perceived affordability for students and residents - 
keeps unnecessary cars off the roads preserving spaces for visitors.

How often do you travel downtown? What could make you travel downtown more often?

If new development were to occur in Chapel Hill in the next 10 years, what type of development would you like to see?

Would you support a tax increase to maintain "free" transit? Why or why not?



212 Attempt to determine and prioritize concerns
213 Basis of future budgeting
214 Change the way we do things
215 How to put the 2020 signature on his email
216 Replaces the comp plan and will include all stakeholders

217
That what gets in the plan gets funded and what doesn't does not with possible job loss

218 To determine the future
219 Tool used to find out what services citizens desire

220 Process to involve the citizens in thinking about where the town in headed
221 John Bjurman covered sessions that he attended
222 Citywide planning process
223 Tied to priority budgeting
224 #1 goal of the town is to create a new comp plan
225 Involving the silent majority

Shape the future of Chapel Hill

226 Franklin Street
227 Free bus service
228 Job security
229 Openness
230 Town is clean and safe
231 UNC basketball
232 Variety of people
233 Walkability
234 Like living in a college town
235 Preservation of trees
236 Liberalness
237 Low crime rates
238 UNC History
239 Benefits
240 Greenery
241 Good schools
242 Smaller organization
243 Forward thinking
244 Trails at Horace Williams Tract 2
245 UNC Football
246 Diversity

247 Having to be politically correct
248 Fake façade from the community about open inclusion
249 Everything has to be decided by a committee
250 Mindset that growth is negative
251 Town senior management
252 No pay raises

253 Sense of entitlement from student to residents to elected officials
254 Lack of funds to repair buildings
255 Taxes too high
256 Insufficient affordable housing
257 Overly bureaucratic
258 Speed limit
259 The fact that I have to shop in Durham
260 Pay and pay compression issues
261 15/501 towards Chatham County - congested
262 Traffic/lack of parking

263 Small but noisy and influential groups drive the decisions

TOCH Employee Survey, 1/20/2012
What have you heard about the 2020 Planning Process? (74% responded)

What things do you like most about Chapel Hill?

What do you like least about Chapel Hill?



264 Future fiscal impact
265 Raises
266 Reinvesting in town infrastructure
267 SPENDING WISELY
268 Design and creation of additional recreational areas
269 Police department building
270 Pay and pay compression issues
271 Cut unnecessary spending

272 Economic growth and environmental concerns need each other to work

273 More businesses to take the strain off of tax dollars from citizens

274 It is ok to have a tax increase to pay for the things the community demands
275 Carefully review externalizing functions
276 Education
277 Mixed use development
278 Affordable housing
279 More community enrichment programs

280 Carrboro/Chapel Hill connection - they are our nearest neighbor, are there significant 
connections to the planning process for them? Anything that we do is going to affect them.

281

                 
down to implementation, the Seniors are pretty much an invisible group and their concerns 
will not be captured in the final plan.

282
Extra territorial jurisdiction and annexation has gone crazy.

283 There is to be a resolutioin presented to Chapel Hill Council on 11/21 to slow 
growth/expansion and most of our support that (see plan of Steve Salmony (sp?))

284
We can no longer "grow our way out of our problems" and need to adjust all planning to deal 
with what we have instead of always seeking the next new biggest thing!

285

The Shaping Orange County Future plan was comprehensive and had the input of various 
sectors of the community. We need to review the recommendations from that plan and see 
how many are salvageable; how many did we implement; what worked and what did not. 
There were concrete recommendations and not this pie in the sky feeling associated with the 
2020 plan. One recommendation was that no school would be built with a large parking lot - 
only a lot sufficient for the staff at that facility. But we did not adhere to that in the interest 
of the wealthy parents who wanted their children to be able to drive to school. Now we have 
problems with running out of land for other expansion projects. The growth options plan of 
Orange County (1975) should be revisited.

286 John House is an expert in this area and should be allowed greater rein to develop a 
workable plan.

287 The Master Aging Plan has some very good recommendations and should be a part of the 
Chapel Hill 2020 plan.

288 Open a large bookstore on Franklin Street

289 Reduce public art budget by 1/2

290 Keep free bus service

291
Ask drivers to be more student oriented since they make up the bulk of the ridership

292 More buses available during weekends
293 More total service maps available to help plan trips
294 More customer service training for drivers
295 Additional bike racks

296 More courtesy extended to handicapped and elderly riders

Transit Survey Results
Any other comments you wish to share about the Chapel Hill Public Transit System and/or the EZ Rider?

The Chapel Hill 2020 results are going to drive the spending of our tax dollars for the future. What would you like elected and administrative officials to 
consider in all budget decisions?

Carol Woods Meeting (11/10/11) Recap



297 Have drivers enforce rulefor elderly riders getting a seat

298 More computer screens around town to tell when the next bus is coming (they have them on 
campus)
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